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2 �AGOSTON, HAPPEL, LUK�ACS AND UNGER1. Properties of standardly strati�ed algebrasIn what follows, we reall some de�nitions and basi results from [D℄, [ADL℄,[DR℄, [AR℄ and [R℄ and derive some easy onsequenes.Throughout the paper � will be a basi �nite dimensional algebra over a �eldk. For simpliity we assume that k is algebraially losed, but by slightly mod-ifying some of the dimension arguments, all our results generalize to the ase ofan arbitrary �eld. The ategory of �nite dimensional left �-modules will be de-noted by �-mod. Maps will be written on the opposite side of the salars, thus theomposition of two maps f : X ! Y and g : Y ! Z in �-mod is denoted by fg.In the following (�;�) will denote the algebra � together with a �xed order-ing on a omplete set f e1; : : : ; en g of primitive orthogonal idempotents (given bythe natural ordering of the indies). For 1 � i � n let P (i) = �ei be the inde-omposable projetive �-module and S(i) the simple top of P (i). The standardmodule �(i) = ��(i) is by de�nition the maximal fator module of P (i) withoutomposition fators S(j) for j > i. We will also need partiular fator modules ofthe standard modules: for 1 � i � n we denote by ��(i) = ���(i) the proper stan-dard module, whih is the maximal fator module of �(i) suh that the multipliityondition [ ��(i) : S(i)℄ = dimk Hom�(P (i); ��(i)) = 1holds. Note that End� ��(i) ' k, so ��(i) is a shurian module.We de�ne dually the ostandard modules r(i) and proper ostandard modules�r(i). Thus r(i) is the maximal submodule of the injetive envelope I(i) of S(i)without omposition fators S(j) for i < j, while �r(i) is the maximal submoduleof r(i) that satis�es the multipliity ondition[ �r(i) : S(i)℄ = dimk Hom�( �r(i); I(i)) = 1:We use the notation � = �� = f�(1); : : : ;�(n) g, and we de�ne the sets ��, rand �r similarly.Given a lass of modules C � �-mod, we denote by F(C) the full subategoryof �-mod ontaining all modules that are �ltered by modules in C. In partiular,we shall be mostly interested in the ategories F(�), F( ��), F(r) and F( �r).The pair (�;�) is alled standardly strati�ed if �� 2 F(�) (f. [CPS2℄, [D℄,[ADL℄; but see also [Wi℄ and [APT℄). Note that this properly generalizes the on-ept of quasi-hereditary algebras where one further requires that the endomorphismalgebras of the standard modules are isomorphi to k (ompare for example [DR℄ or[CPS1℄ for equivalent de�nitions). Thus we may also note that a standardly strati-�ed algebra (�;�) is quasi-hereditary if and only if �(i) = ��(i) for all 1 � i � n.The left-right symmetry of the onditions for quasi-hereditary algebras is re-plaed for standardly strati�ed algebras by the following theorem (see [D,2.2℄ or[ADL,2.2℄). We denote by D the duality with respet to k.Theorem 1.1. For a k-algebra (�;�) the following are equivalent.(i) �� 2 F(�), i. e. � is standardly strati�ed.(ii) D(��) 2 F( �r).Next, we shall reall some basi homologial fats about standard and properostandard modules whih we shall use freely later on; the statements are eitherwell-known (f. [DR,1.2,1.3℄ or [R,Ch.3℄) or an be easily proved using similarmethods.



STANDARDLY STRATIFIED ALGEBRAS AND TILTING 3Lemma 1.2. The following statements hold for (�;�).(i) Hom� ��(i);�(j)� = 0 for i > j.(ii) Ext1� ��(i);�(j)� = 0 for i � j.(iii) Hom� � �r(i); �r(j)� = 0 for i < j.(iv) Ext1� � �r(i); �r(j)� = 0 for i < j.(v) Hom� ��(i); �r(j)� = 0 for i 6= j.(vi) Ext1� ��(i); �r(j)� = 0 for every i; j.Moreover, if (�;�) is standardly strati�ed, then the equalities of (ii), (iv) and(vi) will also hold if we replae Ext1 with Ext` for arbitrary ` > 1.Note that the previous statements imply that for any modules X 2 F(�)and Y 2 F( �r) the multipliities [X : �(i)℄ and [Y : �r(j)℄, giving the number ofourrenes of a ertain fator in a �ltration, are well-de�ned.We will also need the indutive building proedure of standardly strati�edalgebras (ompare for example [D℄). For this let (�;�) be a standardly strati�edalgebra. Reall that f e1; : : : ; en g was a omplete ordered set of primitive orthogonalidempotents. For 1 � i � n we put "i =Pnj=i ej and "n+1 = 0. The fator algebras�i = �=�"i+1� are again standardly strati�ed in the indued order.For 1 � i � n we de�ne �i = f�(1); : : : ;�(i) g and �ri = � �r(1); : : : ; �r(i) 	.If we identify the �i-modules with their images under the anonial inlusion fun-tor to �-mod, we an summarize some basi fats onerning the relationship ofthe standard and ostandard modules for � and the orresponding algebras �i asfollows. (The proof is obvious, hene it is omitted.)Lemma 1.3. For the algebra (�;�) the following statements hold.(i) ��i(j) = ��(j) for 1 � j � i � n.(ii) �r�i(j) = �r�(j) for 1 � j � i � n.(iii) F(��i) = F(��) \ �i-mod = F(�i).(iv) F( �r�i) = F( �r�) \ �i-mod = F( �ri).(v) F(��i) \ F( �r�i) � F(��) \ F( �r�).The next two lemmaswill be useful in identifying the sets �� andr, respetively.Sine the proofs of the two statements are similar, we shall give the proof only forthe �rst of the lemmas.Lemma 1.4. Let (�;�) be given and assume that a set fD(1); : : : ; D(n) g of �-modules with topD(i) ' S(i) satis�es the multipliity onditions [D(i) : S(i)℄ = 1for every i and [D(i) : S(j)℄ = 0 for j > i. Assume also that P (i) 2F�D(i); : : : ; D(n)� for all 1 � i � n. Then D(i) ' ��(i) for all i.Proof. Sine topP (i) ' S(i), and topD(j) ' S(j), the �ltration ondition P (i) 2F�D(i); : : : ; D(n)� implies that there is an exat sequene0!Ki!P (i)!D(i)! 0;with Ki 2 F�D(i); : : : ; D(n)�. The multipliity onditions on D(i) and the de�-nition of ��(i) implies that the map P (i)!D(i) fators through ��(i), hene theabove sequene an be ompleted to the following ommutative diagram.0 ! Ki ! P (i) ! D(i) ! 0# # jj0 ! �Ki ! ��(i) ! D(i) ! 0



4 �AGOSTON, HAPPEL, LUK�ACS AND UNGERwith all vertial maps surjetive. If �Ki 6= 0 then there is an index j < i suh thatHom( �Ki; S(j)) 6= 0. Consequently Hom(Ki; S(j)) 6= 0, whih ontradits the fatthat Ki 2 F�D(i); : : : ; D(n)� and Hom� �D(`); S(j)� = 0 for j < i � `. Thus�Ki = 0, so D(i) ' ��(i) for every 1 � i � n. utLemma 1.5. Let (�;�) be given and assume that a set fN(1); : : : ; N(n) g of �-modules with SoN(i) ' S(i) satis�es the multipliity onditions [N(i) : S(j)℄ = 0for j > i. Assume also that I(i) 2 F�N(i); : : : ; N(n)� for all 1 � i � n, so thatN(i) ours only one as a fator of a �ltration of I(i). Then N(i) ' r(i) for alli. Let us turn now to some global homologial properties of the ategories F(�)and F( �r).Reall from [AR℄ that a full subategory C of �-mod whih is losed under iso-morphisms and diret summands is alled resolving , if C is losed under extensions,ontains the kernels of epimorphisms in C and �� 2 C. The notion of oresolvingis de�ned dually. The subategory C is alled ontravariantly �nite in �-mod, ifevery X 2 �-mod has a right C-approximation, i. e. there is a morphism FX ! Xwith FX 2 C suh that the indued morphism Hom�(C;FX ) ! Hom�(C;X) issurjetive for all C 2 C. If X admits a right C-approximation then it admits also aminimal right C-approximation: this is a right C-approximation whih in additionis also right minimal in the sense that its restrition to any nonzero summand isnonzero. Note that for a ontravariantly �nite subategory whih is resolving everyright approximation is surjetive (f. [AR,3.3℄): indeed, the projetive over has tofator over the right approximation. The notion of a ovariantly �nite subategoryis de�ned dually. A subategory of �-mod whih is both ontravariantly �nite andovariantly �nite is alled funtorially �nite.In the next statement we have olleted some basi properties of the ategoriesF(�) and F( �r) for standardly strati�ed algebras. The statements are either knownor follow easily from results in the literature.Theorem 1.6. Let (�;�) be a standardly strati�ed algebra. Then the followingstatements hold:(i) F(�) is a funtorially �nite and resolving subategory of �-mod.(ii) F( �r) is a ovariantly �nite and oresolving subategory of �-mod.(iii) F(�) = �X 2 �-mod jExt1� �X;F( �r)� = 0	.(iv) F( �r) = � Y 2 �-mod jExt1� �F(�); Y � = 0	.Proof. The set of standard modules � always satis�es Ext1� ��(i);�(j)� = 0 forj � i, hene F(�) is funtorially �nite, as stated in [R,Theorem 2℄. The fat thatit is also resolving will follow from [DR,1.5℄. This gives (i). The statement of (iv) isontained in [ADL,3.1℄, using the standard k-duality. The statement of (ii) followsfrom (i), (iv) and [AR,3.3℄. Finally, (iii) follows from (iv) and [AR,1.10℄. utNote that although F( �r) is not losed under kernels of epimorphisms (henenot resolving), we do have the following speial ase whih we shall need later.Lemma 1.7. Let X 2 F( �ri) and assume that there exists a non-zero homomor-phism f 2 Hom� �X; �r(i)�. Then f is surjetive, and Ker f 2 F( �ri).



STANDARDLY STRATIFIED ALGEBRAS AND TILTING 5Proof. Let K = Ker f and let 0 = X0 � X1 � � � � � Xs = X be a �ltrationof X with fators in �ri. By 1.2.(iv), we may assume that the fators isomorphito �r(i) appear at the end of the �ltration. If r = maxf j jXj � K g, then therestrition of f to Xr+1 will give us a non-zero map �f : Xr+1ÆXr! �r(i). SineHom� � �r(j); �r(i)� = 0 for j < i, we get that Xr+1=Xr ' �r(i), and sine �r(i) isshurian, we get that f is surjetive.We shall proeed by indution on the number [X : �r(i)℄ = t to show thatK 2 F( �ri). Clearly, t > 0, and if t = 1, then K = Xs�1, hene K 2 F( �ri). Soassume that t > 1. We may also assume that Xs�1 6= K. This gives a non-zero(hene surjetive) map �f : Xs�1! �r(i). Thus, we get the following ommutativediagram: 0 0# #0 ! K 0 ! K ! �r(i) ! 0# # jj0 ! Xs�1 �! X ! �r(i) ! 0:�f# #f�r(i) �r(i)# #0 0Observe that [Xs�1 : �r(i)℄ < [X : �r(i)℄, hene by indution we get that K 0 2F( �ri). Sine K is the extension of K 0 by �r(i), we are done. utFinally, we reall some results about the homologial dimensions of the standardand proper ostandard modules. The (projetively de�ned) �nitisti dimension ofa lass of modules C � �-mod is de�ned byfin:dimC = sup f proj:dimX jX 2 C; proj:dimX <1g :The injetively de�ned �nitisti dimension is de�ned similarly, and will be denotedby inj:fin:dimC. The �nitisti dimension of the algebra � is the the �nitistidimension of the whole module ategory �-mod. With this notation, we state tworesults from [DR,2.2℄ and [AHLU,3.4℄.Proposition 1.8. Let (�;�) be a standardly strati�ed algebra. Then we have thefollowing:(i) sup f proj:dimX jX 2 F(�) g � n� 1.(ii) inj:fin:dimF( �r) � n� 1. 2. Main resultsWe keep the notation from the previous setion. First we reall some additionalterminology from tilting theory. A �-module T is alled a tilting module if:(a) proj:dim� T <1;(b) Exti�(T; T ) = 0 for all i > 0;() there exists an exat sequene 0 ! �� ! T 0 ! T 1 ! � � � ! Tm ! 0 withT j 2 addT for all j. (Reall that addT is the full subategory of �-mod whoseobjets are diret sums of diret summands of T ).



6 �AGOSTON, HAPPEL, LUK�ACS AND UNGERThe notion of a otilting module is de�ned dually. For more details on tilting theorywe refer to [H℄ or [AR℄.Let X 2 �-mod. We may assoiate to X the following useful subategories. Wedenote byX? the full subategory of �-mod with objets Y satisfying Exti�(X;Y ) =0 for all i > 0 and by ?X the full subategory of �-mod with objets Y satisfyingExti�(Y;X) = 0 for all i > 0. Note that ?X is a typial example of a resolvingsubategory for X 2 �-mod. We denote by faX the full subategory of �-modonsisting of those modules Y whih are epimorphi images of modules in addX .Note that for a tilting module T we have T? � faT .Finally, if C is a lass of modules in �-mod, we denote by bC the full subategoryof those �-modules for whih there exists a �nite C-resolution, i. e. an exat sequene0!Xs!� � �!X1!X0!X! 0with Xi 2 C for all 0 � i � s. Dually, one may de�ne �C as the full subategory ofmodules with a �nite C-oresolution.We now turn to the generalizations of Ringel's results on the harateristitilting module for standardly strati�ed algebras [R℄.For X 2 �-mod we denote by 
(X) the kernel of a projetive over of X andby 
�(X) the okernel of an injetive envelope of X . For eah natural number i � 1we set 
i(X) = 
�
i�1(X)� (where 
0(X) = X) and 
�i(X) = 
��
�i+1(X)�.Theorem 2.1. Let (�;�) be a standardly strati�ed algebra. Then there exists atilting module �T suh that F( �r) = T?.Proof. By 1.6.(ii) we know that F( �r) is a oresolving and ovariantly �nite subat-egory of �-mod. By dualizing [AR,5.5℄, it suÆes to show that for eah X 2 �-modthere exists an exat sequene0!X!F1!� � �!Ft! 0with Fi 2 F( �r) for all 1 � i � n (i. e. that �F( �r) = �-mod).Sine F( �r) is oresolving, thus ontains all indeomposable injetive �-modules, it is enough to show that for eahX 2 �-mod there exists an integer d suhthat 
�d(X) 2 F( �r), i. e. by 1.6.(iv) we should show that Ext1� �F(�);
�d(X)� =0 for some d.If Z 2 F(�), we know by 1.8.(i) that proj:dim� Z � n�1, hene Extn�(Z;X) =0 for all X 2 �-mod. But Extn�(Z;X) ' Ext1� �Z;
�n+1(X)�, hene 
�n+1(X) 2F( �r), as required. This �nishes the proof. utWe will all the multipliity-free tilting module T with T? = F( �r) the har-ateristi tilting module for a standardly strati�ed algebra (�;�). Observe, thatby applying k-duality, 1.1 gives the existene of the harateristi otilting modules(with dual properties) for algebras � for whih the opposite algebra is standardlystrati�ed.In the sequel we will show further properties of this tilting module.Proposition 2.2. Let (�;�) be a standardly strati�ed algebra and let T be theharateristi tilting module. Then we have the following:(i) F(�) \ F( �r) = addT .(ii) F(�) � ?T .(iii) F(�) = �addT .(iv) proj:dim� T = maxf proj:dim�X jX 2 F(�) g � n� 1.



STANDARDLY STRATIFIED ALGEBRAS AND TILTING 7Proof. Clearly, T 2 F( �r), sine T is a tilting module and F( �r) = T?, by 2.1.Furthermore, by 1.6.(iii) we infer that T 2 F(�). Hene, addT � F(�) \ F( �r).Conversely, assume that X 2 F(�) \ F( �r). Then, by an earlier remark,X 2 F( �r) = T? � faT . Consider a minimal addT -approximation of X :(�) 0!K! ~T !X ! 0with ~T 2 addT . By Wakamatsu's Lemma (as stated in [AR,1.3℄; see also [Wa℄) weinfer that Ext1�(T;K) = 0 and so, together with the fat that X; ~T 2 T?, we getthat K 2 T? = F( �r). Sine X 2 F(�), we know by 1.6.(iii) that Ext1�(X;K) = 0,hene (�) splits and so X 2 addT . This shows the �rst assertion.The seond assertion follows immediately from (i) and 1.2.To prove (iii), let X 2 F(�). Sine F( �r) = T? is ovariantly �niteand oresolving by 1.6.(ii), by Wakamatsu's Lemma we have an exat sequene0!X!FX !QX ! 0 with FX 2 F( �r) and Ext1�(QX ;F( �r)) = 0. ThusQX 2 F(�), and therefore FX 2 F(�), sine F(�) is losed under extensions.Hene FX 2 F(�) \ F( �r) = addT by (i). Iterating this proess yields an exatsequene 0 ! X = X0 �! T 0 f0�! T 1 f1�! � � � fr�1�! T r fr�! T r+1 � � �for eah natural number r with T i 2 addT and Xi = Kerfi 2 F(�) for all i.Let d = proj:dim� T (observe that d < 1 by 1.8.(i)) and hoose suh a se-quene with r = d. Then for i > 0 we have that Exti�(T;Xd) = Extd+i(T;X0) = 0,so by 2.1 we get Xd 2 T? = F( �r). Sine by onstrution also Xd 2 F(�) we inferagain by (i) that Xd 2 addTThe onverse inlusion is lear sine addT � F(�) and F(�) is losed underkernels of epimorphisms (f. 1.6.(i)).To prove (iv), reall �rst that, as we have already observed, 1.8.(i) impliesthat the projetive dimension of modules in F(�) is bounded by n � 1. So, lett = maxf proj:dimX jX 2 F(�) g and hoose X 2 F(�) with proj:dimX = t.Consequently, Extt(X;�) 6= 0. Sine T 2 F(�), it is enough to show that t �proj:dim� T .So, let d = proj:dim� T . Then it is well-known (ompare for example[H,Ch.3,2.2℄) that there exists an exat sequene0!��!T 0!T 1!� � �!T d! 0with T j 2 addT for all j.By (ii) we have X 2 ?T , hene for every s > d we have Exts(X; ��) 'Exts�d� (X;T d) = 0, hene proj:dim�X = t � d, as required. utAs an illustration of the previous results, let us onsider the following example.Example 2.3. Let � be the fator algebra kQ=I of the path algebra kQ, whereQ : r1 �-�� r2O n and I = h2; �; ��i:



8 �AGOSTON, HAPPEL, LUK�ACS AND UNGERThe algebra has the following left and right regular representations:�� = 121 2 � 21 2 ; �� = 121 � 21 21 :Here, the left standard and proper ostandard modules an be desribed as follows:�(1) = 1 ; �(2) = 21 2 ; �r(1) = 1 ; �r(2) = 12 :Clearly � is standardly strati�ed but not quasi-hereditary. The harateristi tiltingmodule for � with the natural ordering has the following deomposition:�T = 1 � 12 11 2 :One an easily hek that indeed T 2 F(�) \ F( �r).Theorem 2.4. Let (�;�) be a standardly strati�ed algebra. Then the followingstatements are equivalent(i) (�;�) is quasi-hereditary.(ii) gl:dim� <1.(iii) The harateristi tilting module T is also otilting and F(�) = ?T .(iv) F(�) = ?T for some otilting module T .Proof. The equivalene of (i) and (ii) is well-known (see, for example, [PS,4.3℄,[Wi,1.7℄ and [D,2.6℄).The fat that if (�;�) is quasi-hereditary then (iii) holds is ontained in[R,Theorem 5, Corollary 4℄. We shall, however, give a di�erent proof for the impli-ation (ii)) (iii).Thus suppose that (ii) holds. It is well-known that over an algebra of �niteglobal dimension any tilting module is also a otilting module (see, for example[H℄), hene the harateristi tilting module T is also otilting.Sine 2.2.(ii) gives the inlusion F(�) � ?T , we have to show only that ?T �F(�). Let N = �ni=1 �r(i) and d = inj:dim�N . Thus inj:dim� Y � d for allY 2 F( �r). Let us take X 2 ?T and onsider a minimal F(�)-approximation ofX , whih exists and is surjetive sine F(�) is funtorially �nite and resolving by1.6.(i). So we have an exat sequene(�) 0!KX!FX !X! 0with FX 2 F(�). Now by Wakamatsu's lemma, Ext1� �F(�);KX� = 0, hene1.6.(iv) gives that KX 2 F( �r) = T?. Note that we also have KX 2 ?T , sineX;FX 2 ?T and ?T is resolving.Sine N 2 F( �r) = T? � faT , by taking suessive minimal addT -approximations, the repeated use of Wakamatsu's lemma implies that the kernelterms will all belong to T? � faT , hene for every r > 0 we get an exat sequene0!Kr!T r!� � �!T 2!T 1!N! 0with T i 2 addT for all i and Kr 2 T? = F( �r). Let r = d. Thus KX 2 ?T impliesthat we have Ext1�(KX ; N) ' Extr+1(KX ;Kr), and this is 0, sine inj:dim�Kr � d.



STANDARDLY STRATIFIED ALGEBRAS AND TILTING 9So KX 2 F(�) by 1.6.(iii), and therefore KX 2 F(�) \ F( �r) = addT by 2.2.(i).But this implies that (�) splits, hene X is a diret summand of FX 2 F(�),implying that X 2 F(�). Hene F(�) = ?T .Sine the impliation (iii) ) (iv) is trivial, we have to show only that (iv)implies (ii). If F(�) = ?T for a otilting module T , we infer by [AR,5.5℄ thatdF(�) = �-mod. Reall, that this means that for every �-module X there exists anexat sequene 0!Xs!� � �!X1!X0!X! 0with Xi 2 F(�) for all 0 � i � s. Sine by 1.8.(i), proj:dim�Xi < 1 for all i,we infer that proj:dim�X < 1 for every X 2 �-mod. Hene gl:dim� <1. This�nishes the proof of the theorem. utWe point out that the inlusionF(�) � ?T will in general be a proper inlusionfor a standardly strati�ed algebra even if the harateristi tilting module T is aotilting module. For this let � 6= k be a loal sel�njetive k-algebra. Then �is trivially standardly strati�ed. The unique standard module is � = �� with�r = S the unique simple �-module. Then T = ��, hene �-mod = ?T , whereasF(�) = addT .We now turn to a more detailed investigation of the harateristi tiltingmodule T of a standardly strati�ed algebra (�;�) and its endomorphism algebra� = End� T . The indutive building proedure, realled in Setion 1, indues anordering on the indeomposable summands of T so that if we denote these sum-mands by T (1); : : : ; T (n) to reet this ordering, then T (i) 2 F(�i) \ F( �ri) andthe harateristi tilting module Ti for the fator algebra �i an be identi�ed withTi = �ij=1T (j). This follows immediately from 1.3 and 2.2.(i). From now on weshall �x this notation for the summands of T .In the next lemma we have olleted a few properties of the modules T (i) andthe images of the modules in F( �r) and F(�) under the funtors Hom�(T;�) andDHom�(�; T ), respetively.Lemma 2.5. Let (�;�) be a standardly strati�ed algebra and let T = �ni=1T (i) bethe harateristi tilting module. Then the following statements hold:(i) [T (i) : �r(j)℄ = 0 for i < j and [T (i) : �r(i)℄ > 0 for every i.(ii) [T (i) : �(j)℄ = 0 for i < j and [T (i) : �(i)℄ > 0 for every i.(iii) For every 1 � i � n there is an exat sequene(�) 0!Xi!T (i)! �r(i)! 0with Xi 2 F( �ri).(iv) For every 1 � i � n there is an exat sequene(��) 0!�(i)!T (i)!Yi! 0with Yi 2 F(�i�1).(v) Hom� �T (i); �r(j)� = 0 for i < j and dimk Hom� �T (i); �r(i)� = 1 for all i.(vi) Hom� ��(j); T (i)� = 0 for i < j.



10 �AGOSTON, HAPPEL, LUK�ACS AND UNGERProof. The �rst two statements follow from the fat that T (i) 2 �i-mod but T (i) 62�i�1-mod.By 1.2, we an rearrange any �r-�ltration or �-�ltration of T (i) to get thedesired exat sequenes (�) and (��), respetively, with Yi 2 F(�i). We still haveto prove that [Yi : �(i)℄ = 0. Thus, let us assume that [Yi : �(i)℄ > 0. Then 1.2.(ii)implies that we an get an exat sequene0!�(i)��(i)! T (i)!Y 0i ! 0with Y 0i 2 F(�i). If we apply now the funtor Hom�(�; T ) to this sequene, by2.2.(ii) we get the following exat sequene:0!Hom�(Y 0i ; T )!Hom� �T (i); T �!Hom� ��(i)��(i); T �! 0:Observe that this is a ontradition, sine Hom� �T (i); T � is an indeomposableprojetive right � = End�(T; T )-module. Thus, we get that [T (i) : �(i)℄ = 1, i. e.Yi 2 F(�i�1).The �rst statement of (v) (respetively, the statement of (vi)) follows from thefat that T (i) 2 �i-mod and �r(j) has simple sole (respetively, �(j) has simpletop) isomorphi to S(j).To �nish the proof, let us assume that f; g 2 Hom� �T (i); �r(i)� are linearlyindependent over k = End� � �r(i)�. By 1.7 both maps are surjetive, with X =Ker f and Kerg in F( �ri), and the independene gives that X 6� Ker g. Hene therestrition of g to X gives a non-zero (hene, by 1.7 surjetive) map  : X! �r(i)with Ker  2 F( �ri). This yields the following ommutative diagram:0 �! X �! T (i) f�! �r(i) �! 0# (g;f)# jj0 �! �r(i) �1�! �r(i)� �r(i) �2�! �r(i) �! 0with �1 and �2 the �rst inlusion and seond projetion, respetively. This will implythat we get a surjetive map T (i) (g;f)�! �r(i)� �r(i), with the kernel in F( �r). ApplyingHom�(T;�) will, as before, yield that the epimorphi image of the indeomposableprojetive �-module Hom� �T; T (i)� deomposes into the sum of two isomorphidiret summands, a ontradition.This �nishes the proof. utWe should note here that (v) does not imply that [T (i) : �r(i)℄ = 1. As amatter of fat, in ontrast to the quasi-hereditary situation, for standardly strati�edalgebras it may happen that we have [T (i) : �r(i)℄ > 1:Before formulating our main result about the Ringel dual � = End� T for astandardly strati�ed algebra (�;�), let us introdue some notation. We shall denoteby F the funtor Hom�(T;�) and by G the funtor DHom�(�; T ), both mapping�-mod to �-mod. The left projetive �-module F �T (n � i + 1)� will be denotedby R(i). From now on (�;�) will denote the algebra � equipped with the naturalorder oming from the indies of the projetive modules R(i). Note that this is theopposite of the order inherited from � and T . We shall also need the �-modulesF � �r�(n� i+ 1)� = D(i) and G���(n� i+ 1)� = N(i).



STANDARDLY STRATIFIED ALGEBRAS AND TILTING 11Theorem 2.6. Let (�;�) be a standardly strati�ed algebra and T be the harater-isti tilting module with � = End� T . Using the notation introdued above, we havethe following statements for (�;�):(i) D(i) ' ���(i) for 1 � i � n.(ii) N(i) ' r�(i) for 1 � i � n.(iii) The funtor F indues an equivalene between F( �r�) and F( ���).(iv) The funtor G indues an equivalene between F(��) and F(r�).(v) �� 2 F( ���). In partiular, the opposite algebra �op is standardly strati�ed.(vi) The module T 0 = F �D(��)� 2 �-mod is a otilting module with F( ���) = ?T 0and F( ���) \ F(r�) = addT 0, i. e. T 0 is the harateristi otilting moduleof �.(vii) � ' End�(T 0) and the ordering given by T 0 gives bak the original orderingon �.Proof. To prove that D(i) ' ���(i), we have to show that the onditions of 1.4are satis�ed by the modules D(i). Let us apply the funtor F to the exat se-quene (�) in 2.5.(iii). Then sine F( �r�) = T? by 2.1, we get an epimorphismF �T (j)�!F � �r(j)�! 0, hene for j = n � i + 1 we get that D(i) is a loal mod-ule, with topD(i) ' topR(i). The multipliity onditions on D(i) are implied by2.5.(v), while the �ltration ondition R(i) 2 F�D(i); : : : ; D(n)� will follow fromthe �ltration properties of T (n� i+ 1), desribed in 2.5.(i) or (iii). Observe thathere we have repeatedly used the fat that the funtor F is exat on short exatsequenes from F( �r�).A similar argument, using 1.5 and 2.5.(ii), (iv) and (vi) will imply that N(i) 'r�(i), as stated in (ii).As we have already observed, F is exat on F( �r�), thus by (i) it arries F( �r�)into F( ���). By tilting theory (see, for example [H℄ or [M℄) we get that F is anequivalene between the two subategories. This proves (iii).Similarly, by 2.2.(ii), the funtor G is exat on F(��), thus G maps F(��)into F(r�). The fat that G is full and faithful on F(�) follows from the fatthat G is full and faithful on addT and the existene of a �nite T -oresolution forevery module in F(�) by 2.2.(iii). Finally we show that G is dense, i. e. every�Y 2 F(r�) is isomorphi to G(X) for some X 2 F(��): First note that by tiltingtheory we have that �D(T ) is a �-otilting module. Hene by the dual of 2.2 weinfer that F(r�) � D(T )?: Now onsider the funtor G0 = Hom�(D(T );�): It iseasy to see that this gives an inverse to G.To get (v), one has only to observe that sine T 2 F( �r�) is mapped to F (T ) 2F( ���) by (iii), �� ' F (T ) 2 F( ���); now one an use the dual of 1.1.To prove (vi), observe �rst that T 0 2 F( ���) by 1.1 and (iii). Next, we willshow that T 0 is Ext-injetive in F( ���), i. e. we show that F( ���) � ?T 0. For thislet Y 2 F( ���). Then by (iii) there is X 2 F( �r�) suh that Y = F (X). Bytilting theory we infer that Exti�(Y; T 0) ' Exti� �X;D(��)� = 0 for i > 0. ThusT 0 is Ext-injetive in F( ���). By the dual of 1.6.(iii) we get that T 0 2 F(r�),hene addT 0 � F( ���) \ F(r�). On the other hand, by (v) and the dual of 2.1and 2.2 we get that there exists a (basi) otilting module T 00 suh that addT 00 =F( ���) \ F(r�). Sine the number of non-isomorphi indeomposable summandsof T 0 and T 00 must be the same, we get the statement of (vi).The �rst part of (vii) is straightforward sine F( �r�) and F( ���) are equivalentategories by (iii), hene � ' End� �D(��)� ' End� �F (D(��))� = End�(T 0).



12 �AGOSTON, HAPPEL, LUK�ACS AND UNGERFinally, observe, that Hom� �T (j); I(i)� = 0 if j < i and Hom� �T (i); I(i)� 6= 0by 2.5.(i), hene for the natural ordering of the summands of T 0 we have T 0(i) 'F �I(n� i+1)�. This implies that after applying the tilting-otilting proedure, weget bak the original ordering on �.This �nishes the proof of the theorem. utTo onlude, we shall apply the previous onsiderations to obtain a bound forthe projetively de�ned �nitisti dimension of a standardly strati�ed algebra. Foran optimal bound, obtained by di�erent methods, as well as for a bound on theinjetively de�ned �nitisti dimension, we refer to [AHLU,2.1,3.1℄.Corollary 2.7. Let (�;�) be a standardly strati�ed algebra. Then fin:dim� �2n� 1.Proof. Let X 2 �-mod with d = proj:dim�X < 1. We may assume thatd � n. Sine F(�) is ontravariantly �nite and resolving (f. 1.6.(i)), Wakamatsu'sLemma, gives the existene of a short exat sequene 0!KX!FX !X! 0 withFX 2 F(�) and KX 2 F( �r). Sine FX 2 F(�) we infer from 1.8.(i) thatproj:dim� FX � n� 1, hene proj:dim�KX � d� 1.Sine KX 2 F( �r) = T? � faT , and it is of �nite projetive dimension,repeatedly taking minimal addT -approximations will yield an exat sequene(�) 0!T r!� � �!T 1!T 0!KX! 0with T i 2 addT for all i. Note that here we may assume that T r 2 addT . Indeed,let s = proj:dimKX and let us denote by Ki the kernel term of the i-th approx-imation. Then by applying Hom�(�;Ks+1) to the short exat sequenes of (�),we get that Ext1(Ks;Ks+1) = Exts+1(KX ;Ks+1) = 0. Hene Ks is in addT . Letus apply now Hom�(T;�) to (�); this yields a �nite minimal projetive resolutionof the �-module YX = Hom�(T;KX) where � = End�(T ). So proj:dim� YX = r.By 2.6.(v) we get that YX 2 �F( ��). But now the dual of 1.8.(ii) gives us thatr � n � 1. Sine from 2.2.(iv) we have proj:dim� T � n � 1, a straightforwardargument gives that proj:dim�KX � 2n� 2, hene d � 2n� 1. utReferenes[ADL℄ �Agoston, I., Dlab, V., Luk�as, E., Strati�ed algebras, MathematialReports of the Aademy of Siene, Canada 20 (1998), 22{28.[AHLU℄ �Agoston, I., Happel, D., Luk�as, E., Unger., L., Finitisti dimen-sion of standardly strati�ed algebras, Comm. Algebra, to appear[APT℄ Auslander, M., Platzek, M.I., Todorov, G., Homologial theoryof idempotent ideals, Trans. Amer. Math. So. 332 (1992), 667{692.[AR℄ Auslander, M., Reiten, I., Appliations of ontravariantly �nite sub-ategories, Adv. Math. 86 (1991), 111{152.[CPS1℄ Cline, E., Parshall, B.J., Sott, L.L., Finite dimensional algebrasand highest weight ategories, J. Reine. Angew. Math. 391 (1988), 85{99.[CPS2℄ Cline, E., Parshall, B.J., Sott, L.L., Stratifying endomorphism al-gebras, Memoirs of the AMS 591, 1996.
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